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- Overview - 

Good Morning and congratulations for (almost) making it through another term! 

While term two was only a  few weeks shorted than the last, it seemed to absolutely fly for the TMC team. With exams taking

alot of time and energy,  our  program at  PLC also came to an end in week four, around the time we sent our much valued

mentor Kierra on her travels. May also saw the two Behavioural Science interns complete their three month stint at TMC, just

before we welcomed the wonderful Mickela to our team. 

 Katie Paull's placement was so successful that upon graduating as a practitioner, she was employed as the program assistant at

TMC. So far, Katie's role has seen her engaging with corporate and rural stakeholders as we begin the planning and

development phase of three new programs: Rural Road Show: Student > Entrepreneur; Reflexivity and Self Care for Parents, as

well as a Self Development and Management workshop for educators. Critical research and competitor analysis is paramount

for us at the moment, in ensuring the steady growth of TMC's scope of work and reputation within various spaces. 

As you can tell, we have been very busy! with leadership development and student conferences thrown into our daily schedule,

it can be challenging to protect our energy and ensure it is going where it should: primarily into the students we work with!

Young people's wellbeing will always be our priority, and we intend to maintain and foster this passion and values set.  

Next month marks the one year anniversary of TMC's establishment. Over the year we have engaged with over 700 students,

three schools and various educators and parents. We have grown our in house program from nothing to a steady enrolment list

of 20 students, with enquiries now being made weekly.  

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for engagement with the TMC world thus far. If you are willing, here is a link

to evaluate your experience, be it direct or indirect, as a contributor to our story:  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/9F96Q8X 

I have included some snapshots of the past year, as well as the Instagram account some of the PLC students established as part

of our program, on the following pages, with our holiday offerings preceding.  

                                                              Thank you and take care! 

Isabella Mitchell- Founding Director 












